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Abstract
The multiplicity and pseudorapidity distributions of inclusive photons have been measured at forward
rapidities (2.3 < η < 3.9) in proton-proton collisions at three center-of-mass energies, √s = 0.9,
2.76 and 7 TeV using the ALICE detector. It is observed that the increase in the average photon
multiplicity as a function of beam energy is compatible with both a logarithmic and a power-law
dependence. The relative increase in average photon multiplicity produced in inelastic pp collisions
at 2.76 and 7 TeV center-of-mass energies with respect to 0.9 TeV are 37.2% ± 0.3% (stat) ± 8.8%
(sys) and 61.2% ± 0.3% (stat) ± 7.6% (sys), respectively. The photon multiplicity distributions for
all center-of-mass energies are well described by negative binomial distributions. The multiplicity
distributions are also presented in terms of KNO variables. The results are compared to model
predictions, which are found in general to underestimate the data at large photon multiplicities, in
particular at the highest center-of-mass energy. Limiting fragmentation behavior of photons has been
explored with the data, but is not observed in the measured pseudorapidity range.
∗See Appendix A for the list of collaboration members
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1 Introduction
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN offers the possibility to study particle production mech-
anisms in proton-proton (pp) collisions at unprecedented center-of-mass energies. Measurements of
multiplicity and pseudorapidity distributions of produced particles in pp collisions are important for the
study of particle production mechanisms and to obtain the baseline distributions for heavy-ion collisions.
Charged particle measurements in pp collisions at the LHC for central rapidities were reported by the
ALICE [1, 2], CMS [3] and ATLAS [4] collaborations and at forward rapidities by the LHCb collabo-
ration [5, 6]. Inclusive photon measurements provide complementary information to those of charged
particles as the majority of the photons are decay products of neutral pions. Measurements at forward ra-
pidities enable an extension of the study of particle production mechanisms carried out at mid-rapidities.
In the present work, we report the measurement of inclusive photon production in the forward pseudo-
rapidity region, 2.3 < η < 3.9, for pp collisions at
√
s = 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV, with the ALICE detector.
Multiplicity and spatial distribution of photons are measured on an event-by-event basis by the Pho-
ton Multiplicity Detector (PMD), which exploits the pre-shower photon measurement technique. We
present the beam-energy dependence of the average photon multiplicity and pseudorapidity distributions
of photons. The pseudorapidity distributions, plotted with respect to the corresponding beam rapidities,
are used to test the predictions of the limiting fragmentation behavior [7]. The results are compared to
different tunings of PYTHIA [8] and PHOJET [9, 10] models.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental setup for the measurement of
photons using the PMD. Event selection and trigger settings are discussed in section 3. A discussion on
the event generators and simulation framework is given in section 4. Performance of the PMD modules
for incident charged particle and electron beams are discussed in section 5. Photon reconstruction is
presented in section 6 and the unfolding method used to correct for detector effects is described in
section 7. The study of the systematic uncertainties is outlined in section 8. The results of photon
multiplicities and pseudorapidity distributions are discussed in section 9. We conclude with a summary
and outlook in section 10.
2 Experimental setup
The ALICE detector [11] consists of a large number of detector subsystems, and has a unique potential
for pp physics in terms of excellent primary and secondary vertex reconstruction capabilities. The central
barrel consists of the Inner Tracking System (ITS), the Time Projection Chamber, the Transition Radi-
ation Detector, the Time of Flight detector and the electromagnetic calorimeter. The two Silicon Pixel
Detector (SPD) layers of the ITS surround the central beryllium beam pipe and cover the pseudorapidity
ranges, |η |< 2 and |η |< 1.4 for the inner and outer layers, respectively. The central barrel also includes
a High Momentum Particle Identification Detector and a Photon Spectrometer. The Muon Spectrometer
and the PMD are both located at forward rapidities, but on opposite sides of the nominal interaction
point. The present analysis uses data from the PMD for photon reconstruction. Several sets of trigger
and multiplicity detectors are placed at forward rapidities, which include the Forward Multiplicity De-
tector, the Zero Degree Calorimeter and detectors for trigger and timing (V0 and T0). The V0 detector
consists of two scintillator arrays, placed on either side of the interaction region, at 2.7 < η < 5.1 and
−3.7 < η < −1.7. It is used for event selection and background rejection. The Minimum Bias (MB)
trigger conditions are achieved by a combination of signals from V0 and SPD.
The PMD [12, 13] is located at a distance of 367 cm from the interaction point and spans a pseudora-
pidity region between 2.3 and 3.9, with full azimuthal coverage. The PMD makes use of the pre-shower
technique where a three radiation length (X0) thick lead converter is sandwiched between two planes of
highly granular gas proportional counters. The granularity and the converter thickness of the PMD are
optimized for high particle density. The PMD consists of 184320 honeycomb shaped gas cells arranged
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in 40 modules in the two planes. Each cell is of 0.22 cm2 area, and has a honeycomb shaped cathode
extended towards a 20 µm thick gold-plated tungsten wire at ground potential at the center of each cell.
The sensitive medium is a gas mixture of Ar and CO2 in a 70:30 ratio. The front-end electronics con-
sists of MANAS chips for anode signal processing and the Cluster Read Out Concentrator Unit System
(CROCUS) for data acquisition [13]. The PMD is assembled in two equal halves. Each half has indepen-
dent cooling, gas supply and electronics accessories. A photon traversing the converter plate produces
an electromagnetic shower in the pre-shower plane, leading to a large signal, spread over several cells.
The signal from a charged particle, on the other hand, is confined mostly to a single cell. The differences
in the responses of charged particles to photons are used to reject charged tracks in the analysis.
3 Event selection
The data used in this analysis are from pp collisions at center-of-mass energies of 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV,
collected by the ALICE detector with a magnetic field of 0.5 T. The number of analyzed events are 2,
8 and 9 millions at
√
s = 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV, respectively. Data were taken in 2010 and 2011 under
conditions where pileup effects were small. The probability of collision pileup per triggered event was
below 3%. Events with more than one vertex reconstructed with the SPD was rejected to minimize the
effect of pileup. This rejection is especially effective at rejecting average and high multiplicity pileup
events which can contaminate the multiplicity distribution.
The interaction vertex is reconstructed using the two silicon pixel layers of the SPD. For the present
analysis, we restrict the measured z-vertex to be within ±10 cm from the nominal interaction point. The
minimum bias data used for the inelastic (INEL) events were collected using a minimum bias trigger
(MBOR) condition, which requires at least one hit in the SPD or in either of the two V0 arrays [1]. This
condition is satisfied by the passage of a charged particle anywhere in the 8 units of pseudorapidity
covered by these detectors. The analysis for non-single diffractive (NSD) events requires a coincidence
between the two sides of the V0 detectors. Except for the trigger selection criteria, identical data analy-
ses procedures were followed for both INEL and NSD events. The experimental results are corrected for
trigger and vertex reconstruction efficiencies, estimated by means of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations [14].
Table 1 lists the two efficiencies. The systematic errors due to these efficiencies affect the zero multiplic-
ity bin, but are negligible for other multiplicity bins. For the zero bins, these systematic errors are 18%,
29.3% and 26.7% for the data at 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV, respectively. Multiplicity-dependent correction
factors are used to obtain the photon multiplicity distributions, whereas an overall correction factor is
applied for pseudorapidity densities of photons.
√
s (TeV) MBOR Trigger Vertex reconstruction
efficiency (%) efficiency (%)
0.9 91.0+3.2−1.0 91.4 ± 1.7
2.76 88.1+5.9−3.5 92.4 ± 1.1
7.0 85.2+6.2−3.0 92.8 ± 1.2
Table 1: The minimum bias trigger efficiency and the vertex reconstruction efficiency for pp collisions.
4 Event generators and simulation framework
Corrections for the instrumental effects in the photon measurement and the estimation of systematic un-
certainties are performed based on simulated events using various tunes of PYTHIA and PHOJET event
generators. The PYTHIA event generator combines perturbative QCD and phenomenologically moti-
vated models. PYTHIA employs several tunable parameters, which result in different tunes of the event
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generator, such as PYTHIA 6.4 [8] tune D6T [15], Perugia-0 [16], and ATLAS-CSC [17]). The PHO-
JET 1.2 generator [9, 10] is based on a two-component approach, that describes high-energy collisions
as an interplay of soft and hard components.
The response of the PMD to the produced particles is studied using PYTHIA and PHOJET event genera-
tors. The AliRoot [18] software package, which includes a detailed information of ALICE apparatus, has
been utilized. Particle transport of the generated particles from the event generators have been simulated
using the GEANT-3 [19] software package, and stored in terms of energy depositions and positions of
the hits. The deposited energy is converted to ADC values using the energy loss conversion relation to
treat the simulated data on a similar footing as the experimental data. The MC description of the cluster
sizes has been validated using test beam data. The distribution of cluster sizes for photon candidates was
found to reproduce well the measured distribution, even in the tail region.
5 Performance of the PMD
The performance of the PMD has been studied by exposing the detector modules to pion and elec-
tron beams at energies ranging from 1 to 6 GeV at the CERN Proton Synchrotron. Two modules were
mounted back to back on a movable stand. A gap was maintained between the modules to place differ-
ent thickness of lead converters for the pre-shower study. Data were readout by using same front-end
electronics and data acquisition as in the real experiment. Special trigger combinations, using scintillator
paddles and Cherenkov counters, were configured for pion and electron beams separately. Data were
collected for various combinations of beam energy, converter thickness and detector operating voltage.
The responses of the modules to pion and electron beams have been simulated by using GEANT-3 code,
to understand the observed data.
Results for the performance of the PMD modules are presented in Fig. 1 for an operating voltage of
−1300 V. Energy deposition (in terms of ADC) and number of cells hit for 3 GeV pions are shown in the
top panels of the figure. The most probable value (MPV) of the energy deposition by charged particles
is obtained by fitting to a Landau distribution function, which yields an ADC value of 72±2. This MPV
value is used later in the manuscript to discriminate charged particle contamination in the photon sample.
Pre-shower characteristics were studied by placing the lead converter and by bombarding the detector
with electron beams of different energies. The bottom panels of the figure show the response of the
module to 3 GeV electron beams for a 3X0 converter thickness. The mean energy deposition of ∼2000
ADC is much larger than that of the response of the pions. It has also been observed that the signals from
a charged hadrons affect on average ∼1.1 cells, whereas signals from 3 GeV electrons affect 11 cells.
Thus, compared to the charged pions, the electrons deposit larger amounts of energies and affect larger
number of cells.
Mean energy depositions in the detector modules have been obtained from both experimental data and
simulations. Fig 2 shows the relationship between the mean energy depositions, obtained from the simu-
lated data (in keV) and the experimental data (in ADC) for pion and electron beams of different energies.
A linear fit gives the conversion relation from the simulated to experimental data. This relation has been
used in the analysis chain to convert the keV scale of the simulated data to total ADC of the experimental
data.
During the data taking period at the LHC, all the modules of PMD are operated at −1300 V, where
the efficiency for charged pions is ∼90%. Responses of the cells to minimum bias particles have been
obtained by storing single isolated clusters from the pp collisions at 7 TeV. Comparison of the MPV
values for the cells give the cell-to-cell gain variation. For the full detector, the cell to cell gain variation
is observed to be within 9%.
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Fig. 1: (Color online). Panels (a) and (c) show the energy depositions in the PMD module for 3 GeV pions and
3 GeV electrons, respectively. The pion distribution is fitted with a Landau fit, which gives the most probable value
(MPV) of energy depositions by charged particles. For electrons, the result from the simulation is superimposed
on the experimental data. Panels (b) and (d) show the number of cells hit for 3 GeV pions and 3 GeV electrons,
respectively. Note the large difference in scales in the abscissa for pions and electrons.
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Fig. 2: (Color online). Relationship between the mean energy depositions in the PMD modules obtained from
simulated results (in keV) and experimental data (in ADC) for pion and electron beams of various energies.
6 Photon reconstruction
Particles entering the pre-shower plane of the PMD are expected to affect more than one cell in general.
To analyse the data, the cell hits were first clustered using a nearest neighbor clustering algorithm. Thus
a cluster is formed by a number of contiguous cells having non-zero energy deposition. For each event,
total number of clusters are obtained with corresponding cluster parameters, such as, number of hit cells
in a cluster, position of the centroid of each cluster and the total energy deposition of the cluster.
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To enrich the photon samples in the data, suitable photon-hadron discrimination thresholds on the number
of hit cells and on the energy deposited in clusters, have been applied. The number of clusters in an event
which pass through the threshold cuts are labelled as photon-like clusters, Nγ−like. Figure 3 shows the
distributions of the number of Nγ−like clusters for the three energies within the detector acceptance of
2.3 < η < 3.9, obtained with the application of discrimination thresholds, the number of cells greater
than 2 and energy deposition greater than 9 times the MPV.
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Fig. 3: (Color online). Probability distribution of the measured Nγ−like clusters (number of clusters above the
photon-hadron discrimination thresholds) in pp collisions at √s = 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV.
7 Correction for detector effects: method of unfolding
The material budget affects the photons originating at the vertex and travelling to the PMD. Photons
and charged particles suffer from rescattering effects in upstream material and may interact with the
detector material to produce secondary particles. The Nγ−like clusters are photon-rich clusters with a
contamination of charged particles and secondaries which pass the threshold cut. The effects associated
with finite detector acceptance and finite efficiency needs to be taken into account in the photon counting.
These effects are handled by using detailed simulation and applying unfolding procedures.
The detector effects are modeled using a response function matrix (Rmt). The matrix elements Rmt
represent the conditional probability of measuring a true multiplicity t as a measured multiplicity m.
The measured distribution, M, can thus be expressed as the product of response matrix and the true
distribution T ,
M = RmtT. (1)
One can therefore obtain the true distribution T for given M:
T = R−1mt M. (2)
However the matrix, R, may be singular and can not always be inverted analytically. Furthermore, even
if the exact solution exists, it oscillates due to finite statistics in the measured distribution. A regularized
unfolding method based on χ2 minimization is used to overcome this problem [1, 20, 21].
The unfolded multiplicity distribution, U(Nγ), is found by minimizing the χ2 function, which is defined
as:
χˆ2(U) = ∑
m
(Mm−∑t RmtUt
em
)2
+βP(u), (3)
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where em is the estimated measurement error, P(u) is the regularization term and β is the regularization
coefficient. βP(u) suppresses high frequency components in the solution.
Figure 4 shows the response matrices, constructed using the PHOJET event generator within 2.3 < η <
3.9 in pp collisions at
√
s = 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV. They represent the correlation between the true photon
multiplicity (Nγ−true) of incident photons and the measured photon multiplicity (Nγ−like) obtained after
applying the photon-hadron discrimination criteria on the reconstructed clusters. It was found in MC
studies that to unfold the full multiplicity distribution with good precision two different β values were
needed, one for the two lowest multiplicity (0 and 1) bins and the second one for all other multiplicities.
The performance of the unfolding method has been tested using simulated data of pp collisions at
√
s
= 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV as shown in Fig. 5. The ratios of the unfolded to true multiplicity distributions
agree within 10% except for the highest multiplicities. Sensitivity of the results were verified by using
different regularization functions, with various β values.
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Fig. 4: (Color online). Detector response matrices in pp collisions at √s = 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV using PHOJET
event generator. Nγ−like and Nγ−true denote the measured and true photon multiplicities, respectively.
An alternate method of unfolding based on Bayes’ theorem [22] has also been used, which describes
the definite relationship between the probability of an event with m measured particles conditional on
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Fig. 5: (Color online). Test of the unfolding method using PHOJET event generator for pp collisions at √s = 0.9
(top), 2.76 (middle) and 7 TeV (bottom). The measured, unfolded and true photon multiplicities are presented.
The lower panels show the ratios of unfolded to true multiplicity distributions.
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another event with t true multiplicity. This results in:
¯Rtm =
RmtPt
∑t ′ Rmt ′Pt ′
, (4)
where R is the response matrix and Pt is the apriori distribution of the true spectrum. After obtaining ¯Rtm,
the unfolded distribution (U ) can be obtained as:
Ut = ∑
m
¯RtmMm. (5)
The resultant Ut of an iteration is used as the new a priori distribution for the next iteration.
After unfolding, the results are corrected for trigger and vertex reconstruction efficiencies to obtain the
final results. The above procedure is used to obtain the photon multiplicity. To obtain the pseudorapidity
distribution of photons, the unfolding method has been employed separately in eight η bins of width 0.2.
8 Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties on the photon multiplicity have contributions from several effects. A major
source for the systematic uncertainty to photon counting comes from the uncertainty in the implemen-
tation of all the known material between the vertex and the PMD in AliRoot. The material budget at
forward rapidities was intensely studied in connection with the charged particle multiplicity measure-
ments in Pb-Pb collisions [23]. Special sub-sample of events, where the vertex was displaced between
−187.5 cm to 375 cm, so that the material budget in front of the FMD and V0 detectors was almost neg-
ligible, was used to benchmark the MC description of the detector material. Discrepancies of the order
of 6% were found in the same rapidity region covered by the PMD. Based on this study, a conservative
uncertainty on the material budget of 10% has been used in the analysis. Events with default material
description and with the 10% increase in material have been simulated. The response matrix, using the
PHOJET event generator, is obtained from the default material setting and the unfolding procedure is
followed for both the default material setting and with 10% increase of material. The difference between
the two unfolded multiplicities is quoted as the systematic uncertainty to the multiplicity distribution of
photons. The same procedure has been adopted for each η bin to obtain the systematic uncertainties for
pseudorapidity distributions of photons.
The sensitiveness of the PMD to incident photons of different momenta depends primarily on the conver-
sion efficiency of photons in the detector and then on the discrimination criteria. Simulation studies have
shown that the detector is sensitive to transverse momenta as low as ∼50 MeV. The photon multiplic-
ity is extracted after the unfolding method, where incident photons of all energy are considered, which
makes the present photon measurement inclusive. Systematic uncertainties arising because of the choice
of discrimination threshold and event generators need to be considered for the photon counting.
The photon-hadron discrimination conditions in terms of number of cells hit and energy depositions
were optimized to minimize the contamination from charged particles and secondaries. The purity of
the photon sample with the default discrimination condition (number of cells greater than 2 and energy
deposition greater than 9 times the MPV) is 65%, which is consistent with the design value [12, 13].
The uncertainty due to the choice of the thresholds have been obtained by changing the discrimination
conditions, that is, the number of cells greater than 2 and energy depositions greater than 6 times MPV.
In this condition, the purity of the photon sample reduces to 60%. Photon counting is also affected by
the non-uniformity in the PMD, which is taken care of by obtaining the cell-to-cell gain variation. Its
effects on the photon multiplicity and pseudorapidity distributions have been included as a part of the
systematic uncertainty.
The choice of the event generator may affect the photon counting. Two different generators, PHOJET and
PYTHIA (tune D6T), have been used as a source of systematic uncertainty. The choice of the unfolding
9
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method may also add to the uncertainty. This is studied by using two different unfolding methods, χ2
minimization and Bayesian methods. In addition, different regularization functions during the unfolding
procedure also add to the systematic uncertainty.
Sources 0.9 TeV 2.76 TeV 7 TeV
(%) (%) (%)
Material effect 3 - 18 3 - 18 3 - 18
Discrimination 0.4 - 4.1 4.3 - 6.7 0.1 - 1.6
thresholds
Event 7.5 - 14.6 8.9 - 27.8 7.8 - 24.7
generators
Unfolding 3.6 - 6.2 5.7 - 6.4 5.4 - 6.5
methods
Regularization 4.1 - 9.5 1.9 - 9.6 3.0 - 10.7
functions
Cell-to-cell 2.7 2.7 2.7
gain variation
Total 10.1 - 26.4 12.4 - 35.8 10.8 - 33.2
Table 2: Systematic uncertainties in the photon multiplicity for INEL collisions at three center-of-mass energies.
The range of the errors corresponds to lowest and highest multiplicity values for each energy.
Source 0.9 TeV 2.76 TeV 7 TeV
(%) (%) (%)
Material effect 7 7 7
Discrimination 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 2
thresholds
Event 1 - 3 1 - 1.6 3 - 5
generators
Unfolding 0 - 0.7 0 - 0.8 0 - 0.9
methods
Regularization 0 - 0.6 0 - 0.8 0 - 0.4
functions
Cell-to-cell 0.3 0.3 0.3
gain variations
Total 7 - 7.9 7 - 7.5 8 - 8.6
Table 3: The magnitude of the sources of systematic uncertainties and their contributions to the pseudorapidity
distributions of photons for INEL collisions at each energy, spanning the range, 2.3 < η < 3.9.
Separate response matrices were generated to evaluate the systematic uncertainties for each of the sources,
e.g., for PYTHIA and PHOJET. Although the contributions from these sources are calculated separately,
most of the uncertainties are likely to be correlated. The contributions from different sources of system-
atic uncertainties are quoted for photon multiplicity and pseudorapidity distributions of the photons in
Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. The total systematic uncertainties are obtained by adding in quadrature
systematic uncertainties from the various sources.
9 Results and discussions
In this section, we present multiplicity and pseudorapidity distributions of photons within 2.3 < η < 3.9.
The results are compared to predictions from PHOJET and various tunes of PYTHIA.
10
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9.1 Multiplicity distributions
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Fig. 6: (Color online). Multiplicity distributions of photons within 2.3 < η < 3.9 for inelastic events in pp col-
lisions at
√
s = 0.9 (top), 2.76 (middle) and 7 TeV (bottom). Predictions from different event generators are
superimposed. Lower panels show the ratios between the data and MC distributions. The error bars are statistical
and the shaded regions represent the systematic uncertainties.
Figure 6 shows the multiplicity distributions of photons for inelastic pp collisions within 2.3 <η < 3.9 at√
s = 0.9 (top), 2.76 (middle) and 7 TeV (bottom). The statistical and systematic uncertainties of the data
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points are shown by the error bars and shaded bands, respectively. The average photon multiplicities for
the collisions at 0.9 TeV are 4.46±0.02 (stat) ±0.20 (sys), for 2.76 TeV collisions are 6.12±0.01 (stat)
±0.47 (sys), and for 7 TeV collisions are 7.19±0.01 (stat) ±0.45 (sys). The relative increase in average
photon multiplicity for 2.76 and 7 TeV energies with respect to that of the 0.9 TeV are 37.2% ± 0.3%
(stat) ± 8.8% (sys) and 61.2% ± 0.3% (stat) ± 7.6% (sys) for inelastic collisions.
The multiplicity distributions are compared to the photon multiplicities obtained from PHOJET, PYTHIA
Perugia-0, PYTHIA Perugia-2011, and PYTHIA ATLAS-CSC. The bottom panel for each collision
energy shows the ratios of experimental data to the event generators. PHOJET explains the data at
0.9 TeV, but overestimates the data at all other energies. Overall, the ATLAS-CSC tune of PYTHIA
explains the data better at all the energies compared to other event generators. This is consistent with the
charged particle multiplicity data at central rapidities [1, 2].
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Fig. 7: (Color online). Multiplicity distribution of photons for inelastic collisions, fitted to single NBD functions
for pp collisions at
√
s = 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV. The error bars are statistical and the shaded regions represent the
systematic uncertainties.
Multiplicity distributions have traditionally been fitted by Negative-Binomial-Distributions (NBD) to
extract information regarding the nature of the particle production mechanism [24, 25]. The photon
multiplicity distributions are fitted with a NBD function of the form:
P(m,k;n) = Γ(n+ k)
Γ(n+1)Γ(k)
(m/k)n
(m/k+1)n+k , (6)
where n is the photon multiplicity, m = 〈n〉, k is a parameter responsible for shape of the distribution.
The data, fitted with NBD function are shown in Fig. 7. The fitting is performed for Nγ > 0. Fits with the
sum of two NBDs (not shown) do not significantly improve the description of the data. The parameters
of the single NBD fit functions are reported in Table 4. With the increase of beam energy, the average
photon multiplicity 〈n〉 increases, whereas the values of k, related to dispersion of multiplicity, decrease.
Scaling property of multiplicity distributions of produced particles had been proposed in 1972 by Koba,
Nielsen and Olesen (KNO) [26], based on the assumption of Feynman scaling of particle production [27].
The multiplicity distributions, plotted in terms of the KNO variable, z = Nγ/〈Nγ〉, are expected to be
independent of collision energy [26, 28]. To test this scaling at the forward rapidities at the LHC energies,
the photon multiplicity distributions have been presented in terms of the KNO variable. The upper panel
of Fig. 8 shows the distributions of z for the three energies,
√
s = 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV. The distributions
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√
s in TeV k 〈n〉
0.9 1.89 ± 0.11 5.39 ± 0.14
2.76 1.72 ± 0.10 7.73 ± 0.22
7 1.35 ± 0.07 9.03 ± 0.24
Table 4: Fit parameters of single NBD fitting to the photon multiplicity distribution.
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Fig. 8: (Color online). Upper panel shows the photon multiplicity distributions in terms of KNO variable for pp
collisions at
√
s = 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV for inelastic collisions. Lower panel shows the ratios of the distributions for
2.76 and 7 TeV with respect to 0.9 TeV.
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Fig. 9: (Color online). Average photon multiplicity within 2.3 < η < 3.9 as a function of center of mass energy
for pp collisions. The data points from UA5 experiment [32] are superimposed on the ALICE data. The energy
dependence for the NSD events is consistent with both a logarithmic and a power-law fit.
are similar for low values of z, while for higher z values (z > 3), the three distributions deviate from
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each other. The deviations are studied by plotting the ratios of the z values for
√
s = 2.76 and 7 TeV
with respect to
√
s = 0.9 TeV, shown in the lower panel of Fig. 8. Because of the difference in the z
values, the nearest values of z are considered at other energies. The ratios are close to unity up to a
value of z = 3 and deviate from unity for z > 3. Although the error bars at high multiplicities are large,
there is an indication of a mild deviation from the KNO scaling, similar to what has been observed for
charged particles at mid-rapidity [1]. Violations of KNO scaling for charged particle multiplicities had
been observed earlier for pp and pp¯ collisions at
√
s = 30 GeV to 1800 GeV at the Fermilab Tevatron and
also in UA5 experiment at CERN at 546 GeV [29–31]. The present observation at the LHC energies is
consistent with these findings.
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Fig. 10: (Color online). Pseudorapidity distribution of photons for inelastic events for pp collisions at √s = 0.9
(top), 2.76 (middle) and 7 TeV (bottom). Results from different event generators are superimposed. The statistical
errors are within the symbol sizes and the shaded regions represent the systematic uncertainties.
The energy dependences of the average photon multiplicity in INEL and NSD events within 2.3 < η <
3.9 are presented in Fig. 9. The NSD events are obtained using a special trigger condition as discussed in
Sec. 3. At lower center of mass energies of 0.2, 0.546 and 0.9 TeV, the average photon multiplicities for
NSD events have been measured by the UA5 experiment [32] within the same pseudorapidity region. It
is seen that the average photon multiplicity increases with increasing
√
s. The nature of the increase has
been studied in order to understand the particle production mechanism and for extrapolating to higher
energy collisions. A logarithmic increase in average multiplicity with respect to
√
s has been predicted
by the Feynman scaling of particle production [27, 33]. For the NSD events, a logarithmic fit of the form
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A+B ln
√
s yields A = −5.9± 1.2 and B = 1.6± 0.17, where √s is expressed in GeV. On the other
hand, phase space considerations give a power law dependence of particle multiplicity [34]. A power-
law function of the form a(
√
s)b gives an equally good fit to the NSD data points with a = 0.87± 0.17
and b = 0.26± 0.02. Thus, the present data cannot distinguish between the logarithmic and power law
dependence on
√
s. At higher energies, the power-law fit predicts somewhat larger photon multiplicity
compared to the logarithmic function. Data points at higher energies are needed to draw a conclusion on
the nature of the increase of photon multiplicity, and in this context future LHC runs will be useful.
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Fig. 11: (Color online). Pseudorapidity distribution of photons for inelastic events as a function of η − ybeam
for pp collisions at
√
s = 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV. Corresponding distributions from PYTHIA (tune ATLAS-CSC) are
superimposed. The statistical uncertainties are within symbol sizes and the shaded regions represent the systematic
uncertainties.
9.2 Pseudorapidity distributions and limiting fragmentation
Pseudorapidity distributions of photons for the INEL collisions have been obtained after applying the un-
folding method in each η bin. In Fig. 10, the results for pseudorapidity density are plotted as a function of
pseudorapidity. Results from PHOJET 1.2 and three different tunes of PYTHIA 6.4 event generators are
superimposed on the data points. At
√
s = 0.9 TeV, all the calculations except PYTHIA (tune Perugia-0)
describe the data within uncertainties, whereas at
√
s = 2.76 TeV, PHOJET and PYTHIA (tune ATLAS-
CSC) show a better agreement compared to other event generators. At √s = 7 TeV, PYTHIA (tune
ATLAS-CSC) are close to the data points, whereas all other calculations under-predict the data. Thus
PYTHIA (tune ATLAS-CSC) results on the pseudorapidity distributions are the most compatible with
the measured data points, within the present uncertainties.
Particle productions at forward rapidity in pp and in heavy-ion collisions are expected to follow the
limiting fragmentation behavior. This means that particle production in the rest frame of one of the col-
liding hadrons is independent of center-of-mass energy [7, 35, 36]. This phenomenon is attributed to
the longitudinal scaling of particle multiplicities. This behavior is studied by shifting the pseudorapidity
bins by the beam rapidity, ybeam. The UA5 experiment at CERN has observed the limiting fragmenta-
tion behavior in pp and pp¯ inelastic collisions from 53 GeV to 900 GeV [37] for charged particles in
|η − ybeam|> −2.5. Such observations have also been made for nucleus-nucleus collisions at RHIC en-
ergies [38–40]. For the present analyses, the ybeam values are 6.86, 7.98 and 8.97 at
√
s = 0.9, 2.76 and 7
TeV, respectively. The results of the pseudorapidity distributions of photons, after shifting for the beam
rapidity, are presented in Fig. 11. The distributions from PYTHIA (tune ATLAS-CSC) event generator
are also presented in Fig. 11 for all three energies, which indicate that the limiting fragmentation behavior
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of photons hold for |η− ybeam|<−4.5. In the range of the present measurement, limiting fragmentation
behavior is not expected and not observed. This suggests that at the LHC this behavior may be confined
to a pseudorapidity interval closer to beam rapidity.
10 Summary
We have measured the multiplicity and pseudorapidity distributions of photons in pp collisions at
√
s =
0.9,2.76 and 7 TeV in the forward rapidity region (2.3 < η < 3.9) using the PMD installed in the ALICE
detector. The results are compared to the photon multiplicity distributions obtained with different event
generators. It is observed that PHOJET explains the multiplicity distributions at
√
s = 0.9 TeV, but under-
predicts the data at other energies. At
√
s = 2.76 TeV and 7 TeV, the results from the ATLAS-CSC tune of
PYTHIA are closer to the data compared to all other event generators. Photon multiplicity distributions
are well described by single NBD functions. We observe deviations from KNO scaling for z > 3. The
energy dependence of the average photon multiplicity within 2.3 < η < 3.9 increases with the increase
in
√
s, and is consistent with both a logarithmic and a power-law dependence. The pseudorapidity distri-
butions of photons have been presented and compared to the results from event generators. Results from
PYTHIA (tune ATLAS-CSC) are most compatible with the measured data points compared to other
generators. Longitudinal scaling of photon production is not observed within the measured pseudora-
pidity range. Future measurements at larger rapidities will help in better understanding of the limiting
fragmentation behavior.
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